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Lunch time debate 

“Progressive structural reforms to reduce inequalities and promote 

jobs, growth and social investment” 
1 December 2015 | European Parliament, Brussels  

 

On Tuesday 1st December 2015, SOLIDAR presented 

the Social Progress Watch 2015 Report (SPWI) and 

the edited volume “Progressive Structural Reforms: 

Proposals for European reforms to reduce 

inequalities and promote jobs, growth and social 

investment” which is the result of the SOLIDAR Social 

Progress Lab 2015.  

The event was hosted by MEP Maria João Rodrigues, 

Vice-President of the S&D group in the European 

Parliament who welcomed in her speech the regular 

dialogue with SOLIDAR and other civil society actors, 

coupled with quality reports on respective, in this 

case the SPWI 2015 and the edited volume.  

According to Mrs Rodrigues, priority should be given 

to reforms that foresee a rebalancing of the 

Eurozone, improve participatory democracy and 

develop a progressive approach for a more balanced 

economic and social policy-making. 

 

Her statements echoed the concerns of Conny 

Reuter, SOLIDAR’s Secretary General, who firmly 

believes that current and upcoming reform policies 

should encompass a broader spectrum of long term 

solutions and dynamics that can promote social and 

economic development. 

 

SOCIAL PROGRESS WATCH 2015 - A 

MUCH NEEDED RENEWED NARRATIVE 

ON SOCIAL PROGRESS 

The Social Progress Watch is a tool for monitoring 

social progress at national level based on 

contributions from SOLIDAR members and partners. 

Besides the general report for 2015, fourteen country 

specific reports have been published and distributed 

to the participants. 

The second edition of the Social Progress Watch 

clearly shows the overall need to rethink the political 

narrative regarding social and employment policies.  

http://www.solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_25_solidar_spwi_general_report.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_30_social_progress_lab_struc_reforms.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_30_social_progress_lab_struc_reforms.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_30_social_progress_lab_struc_reforms.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_30_social_progress_lab_struc_reforms.pdf
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Dr. Joß Steinke, SOLIDAR Board member (AWO) 

called for a revaluation strategy on how to put 

solidarity back into social policy reforms in order to 

reach out to European citizens in a strained economic 

and social context. The chair of SOLIDAR’s Social 

Affairs Forum highlighted general trends and findings 

such as: 

- Growing economic and social gaps between 

Northern and Southern regions of the EU; 

- Increasing trends of privatising social 

services, thereby often reducing the quality 

and availability of services; 

- Need for acknowledging social services as 

crucial factors for improving access to quality 

jobs and achieving gender equality. 

 

 

 

 

The event continued with interventions by SOLIDAR 

members’ representatives André Hudepohl 

(Humanitas) and David Lopez (La Ligue de 

l’Enseignement). Both presented the findings of the 

SPWI 2015 in their respective countries, the 

Netherlands and France. 

 

 

Mr. Hudepohl pointed at the diverging employment 

rates of citizens from different migrant backgrounds 

compared to their native counterparts. The negative 

prospects of an increasing digitalisation of work and 

social services is an element that cannot be put aside 

since it can lead to further exclusions from the labour 

market and social services, especially for  elderly 

citizens and computer illiterate persons. 

 

Mr. Lopez focused on the following solutions that 

need to be contemplated by policy-makers and 

official authorities in order to counteract the growing 

social unrest in France: 

- Reducing youth unemployment 

- Enabling easier access to healthcare for 

citizens from different social backgrounds 

- Counterbalancing poverty risk rates 

- Promoting active citizenship and avoiding 

further social exclusion. 
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SOCIAL PROGRESS LAB – DEVELOPING 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY IDEAS 

 

 

To propose concrete remedies to the social and 

employment challenges identified in the Social 

Progress Watch Report 2015, SOLIDAR created the 

Social Progress Lab in spring 2015.  The edited volume 

‘Progressive Structural Reforms”, presented by Dr 

Bregt Saenen, collects the analysis of 10 scholars with 

a focus on identifying and targeting inequalities, 

shaping social investment and shaping European 

policies affecting social safeguards in order to enrich 

the policy debate regarding alternative structural 

reforms at European and national level. 

The aim of the SOLIDAR Social Progress Lab 2015 is 

to create a space for academics, policy-makers and 

civil society actors to think about necessary strategies 

and policies to achieve a  more social and inclusive 

Europe. 

IDENTIFYING AND TARGETTING 

INEQUALITIES 

Dr. Rémi Bazillier (Université d’Orléans) argued how 

inequalities should be regarded both as root causes 

and consequences of the ongoing social crisis 

affecting different Member States. Correspondingly, 

Gabor Scheiring (University of Cambridge) elaborated 

on a realist’s transformative strategy in order to 

consider a bold new European system of basic income 

schemes - giving the example of Hungary.   

SOCIAL INVESTMENT 

Dr. Amandine Crespy (ULB) advocated for a 

‘socialisation’ of investment, which can be activated 

at three levels: through public investment, through 

the stimulation of public development banking, and 

through the promotion of cooperatives and the social 

economy. Dr. Menno Soentken’s (Erasmus University 

Rotterdam) chapter centered on the role of 

employers when implementing social investment 

reforms, with a focus on citizens with disabilities. 

SOCIAL SAFEGUARDS 

Prof. Dr Ferdi De Ville (Ghent University) and Dr. 

Florian Ranft (Policy Network) re-emphasised the fact 

that not only social reforms have an impact on social 

safeguards but also other EU policies, such as trade 

and fiscal policies. Reforms of labour markets over the 

past decade have been aiming towards a model of 

‘flexicurity.’ Due to changing adjustments in the 

nature of employment, the concepts of 

“flexicurisation” of job protection and social 

safeguards has been somehow hijacked by supporters 

of neo-liberal and austerity measures. Therefore, 

both academics called on policy makers and civil 

society organisations to reclaim ownership and 

setting the tone of debates on structural labour 

market reforms. 

DISCUSSIONS WITH MEPs & EUROPEAN 

TRADE UNION CONFEDERATION (ETUC) 

MEP Georgi Pirinski (S&D) argued that the growth 

component in planning reforms must not be the sole 

focus of such reforms. MEP Brando Benifei (S&D) 

welcomed initiatives such as the SOLIDAR 

‘Progressive Structural Reforms’ publication since it 

provides “food for thought”. Additionally, he 
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emphasised the need to regulate work mobility and 

tackle the issue of long-term unemployment.  

MEP Philippe Lamberts (Co-Chair Greens/EFA) 

vigorously affirmed that redistribution of 

wealth/income needs to be considered when 

designing social reforms. It is no longer possible that 

workers have to bear flexibility while security is for 

shareholders. MEP Lamberts highlighted the perils of 

giving more legislative powers to an un-elected body 

such as the European Central Bank.  

ETUC Confederal Secretary Esther Lynch discussed 

the worrying effects related to the privatisation of 

employment services, e.g. by temporary work 

agencies. Mrs Lynch argued that, in order to secure 

social justice in the workplace and limit precarious 

work, workers should be given more bargaining 

powers and rights (through trade unions). This echoes 

MEP Agnes Jongerius’ (S&D) views regarding 

regulations affecting social policies. Moreover, she 

welcomed progressive proposals put forward in the 

publication. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Dr. Lieve Fransen, special adviser to the Social 

Progress Lab urged all participants and MEPs to 

acknowledge important initiatives launched by civil 

society. According to Dr. Fransen social protection 

systems need to adapt and be flexible in order to 

“become proactive rather than reactive”.  

The following points should be held as key 

benchmarks when discussing structural reforms at  

policy making level: 

- Make investing in children a priority 

- Drastically improve gender equality  

- Further develop the concept of a Basic 
Income (Development of reference budgets 
is a start) 

- European funding instruments are so far to 
narrow (European Social Funds is in fact an 
employment funds) 

- Exclude social investments from calculation 
of national deficits 

- Trend towards benchmarks is critical, if they 
are to be set as an EU average. Instead we 
need to improve the situation of everyone, 
not only of the “EU-average”. 

- Give incentives for positive reforms, allow 
for risk sharing measures 

- Societal value needs to be measured in 
investment policies, trade policies etc. 

SOLIDAR’s President Francisca Sauquillo closed the 

event by calling for more initiatives based on sound 

academic and political proposals that generate bold 

and progressive political narrative(s). 

BOOK “Progressive Structural Reforms” 

SOCIAL PROGRESS WATCH 

Here you can find the 14 country reports developed 

by national strategy groups led by SOLIDAR members 

and partners: Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, France, 

Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, 

http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_30_social_progress_lab_struc_reforms.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_16_solidar_spwi_country_study_austria.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_16_solidar_spwi_country_study_bulgaria.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_16_solidar_spwi_country_study_croatia.pdf
solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_france.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_16_solidar_spwi_country_study_germany.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_greece.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_hungary.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_italy.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_the_netherlands.pdf
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Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, United Kingdom 

and the General Report for 2015.  

More pictures of the event are available on: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/31689406@N05/set

s/72157659591618844/  

http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_romania.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_serbia.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_slovakia.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_spain.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_21_solidar_spwi_country_study_uk.pdf
http://solidar.org/IMG/pdf/2015_11_25_solidar_spwi_general_report.pdf
https://www.flickr.com/photos/31689406@N05/sets/72157659591618844/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/31689406@N05/sets/72157659591618844/

